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Working of Three Phase Transformers

Consider the below figre in which the primary of the transformer is connected in star fashion 

on the cores. For simplicity, only primary windini is shown in the figre which is connected 

across the three phase AC sgpply. The three cores are arranied at an anile of 120 deirees to 

each other. The empty lei of each core is combined in sgch that they form center lei as shown 

in figre.

                     

When the primary is excited with the three phase sgpply sogrce, the cgrrents IR, IY and IB are 

starts fowini throgih individgal phase windinis. These cgrrents prodgce the mainetc fgxes 

ΦR, ΦY and ΦB in the respectve cores.  ince the center lei is common for all the cores, the 

sgm of all three fgxes are carried by it. In three phase system, at any instant the vector sgm of 

all the cgrrents is zero. In tgrn, at the instant the sgm of all the fgxes is same. Hence, the 



center lei doesn’t carry any fgx at any instant.  o even if the center lei is removed it makes no 

difference in other conditons of the transformer.

Likewise, in three phase system where any two condgctors acts as retgrn for the cgrrent in 

third condgctor, any two leis acts as a retgrn path of the fgx for the third lei if the center lei is

removed in case of three phase transformer. Therefore, while desiinini the three phase 

transformer, this principle is gsed.

These fgxes indgce the secondary EMFs in respectve phase sgch that they maintain their 

phase anile between them. These EMFs drives the cgrrents in the secondary and hence to the 

load. Depends on the type of connecton gsed and ngmber of tgrns on each phase, the voltaie 

indgced will be varied for obtainini step-gp or step-down of voltaies.


